Abstract-As a powerful anti-phishing tool, honeypots have been widely used by security service providers and financial institutes to collect phishing mails, so that new phishing sites can be earlier detected and quickly shut down. Another popular use of honeypots is to collect useful information about phishers' activities, which is used to make various kinds of statistics for the purposes of research and forensics. Recently, it has also been proposed to actively feed phishers with honeytokens.
I. Introduction
The prevalence of e-commerce in today's digital world opens a door for various cyber crimes that we have never seen before. Among all the cyber crimes targeting e-banking systems, phishing attack has become one of the most serious threats [1] - [3] . In the main form of phishing attack, the criminals (called phishers) setup fake e-banking/e-payment web sites, and then send phishing emails to potential victims, who may be lured to access the phishing sites and expose their sensitive credentials to the phishers. The credentials harvested by the phishers normally include bank account numbers, passwords/PINs, ebanking TANs (Transaction Authentication Numbers), credit card numbers and security codes, social security numbers, and so forth. With the collected credentials, the phishers can login the genuine e-banking/e-payment system to steal the victim's money. There are also many other more advanced forms of phishing attack, such as the following:
• phishers get phishing sites indexed by some search engines (via some Search Engine Optimization tricks) and then wait for victims to visit them [4] ; • phishers use cross-site-scripting (XSS) to inject links of phishing sites to legitimate sites [5] , [6] ; • spy-phishing (or malware-based phishing): phishers depend on spyware/malware like trojan horses and keyloggers to collect sensitive credentials [7] ; • pharming: phishers misdirect potential victims to phishing sites through DNS poisoning [8] , [9] .
Phishers can also tailor the contents of the phishing mails and even those of the phishing sites for targeted victims, which is called spear phishing or context-aware phishing in the literature [1, Chapter 6] . This kind of phishing attack becomes much easier nowadays, because more and more personal information is publicly available at online social networks. It is expected that even more advanced forms of phishing attack may soon appear in near future. To fight against phishing, a lot of countermeasures have been proposed by researchers, security service providers, financial institutes, related governmental authorities and also law makers. Among all the countermeasures that financial institutes can adopt, two-factor users authentication and SSL/TLS-based authentication of e-banking web sites are most widely deployed. Some financial institutes also adopt other forms of mutual authentication to enhance security [1, Chapter 9] . In addition, due to the need of fighting against money laundering, nowadays most financial institutes are maintaining AML (anti-money laundering) software as part of the e-banking system to monitor transactions and detect suspicious money laundering activities [10] . While all of these countermeasures help financial institutes against phishing attacks, they are not enough to frustrate more advanced attacks such as spy-phishing and pharming.
In this paper, we propose a novel anti-phishing framework based on a seamless incorporation of different kinds of honeypot-based anti-phishing techniques and the existing e-banking systems. Compared with traditional anti-phishing solutions based on honeypots, our proposed framework can solve some problems as described in Sec. III of this paper. The combination of different kinds of honeypots makes it possible for a phishing detector embedded in the e-banking system to automatically determine suspicious phishing attacks and then seek the potential victims' re-confirmation. As a result, the victim is rescued timely, and the phishing attack is frustrated in the following senses: 1) the money a phisher can steal is drastically limited; 2) the risk a phisher or his money mule (financial agents) will be caught is considerably increased.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section we briefly overview existing measures against phishing and some limitations about their performance. We also show why honeypots may be a good candidate for a better solution against phishing, and briefly introduce some existing solutions. Section III discusses some problems with existing antiphishing solutions based on honeypots with some suggested solutions. In Sec. IV, the proposed anti-phishing framework is presented in detail, based on the solutions suggested in Sec. III. We show how different components of the framework work together to offer a better anti-phishing performance. The last section concludes the paper and gives our plan of future work. We also include an appendix to show how PIN/TAN, the most widely-used two-factor user authentication system in German banking industry, can be enhanced to help improve the performance of the proposed anti-phishing framework.
II. Related Work
A very good summary of existing measures against phishing can be found in [1] . Given the information flow of a typical phishing attack shown in Fig. 1 , we can see seven different steps that can be cut down to stop a phishing attack. In the following, we give a list of some existing countermeasure working at different steps of the phishing information flow, and discuss the limits of their performance.
• Step 1 -blocking the information flow from phishers to potential victims: phishing email detection and filtering, email authentication, anti-malware software, cousin domain rejection, and so on. Limitations: In principle, no phishing email filter can block all phishing mails from potential victims. Email authentication is often less useful in practice since only very few financial institutes are using secure emails and most average users have no necessary knowledge to authenticate the source of an email. Anti-malware software has the same problem as phishing email filters.
• Steps 2-4 -avoiding credential leakage: user education, phishing site warning, inconsistent DNS information detection, cross-site/injected script rejection, mutual authentication, trusted path between user and web browser, delayed password disclosure [11] , and so on. Limitations: Many countermeasures in these steps depend on end users to make a final decision. Because users are not very dependable to properly respond to security indicators/alerts about phishing [12] - [14] , these counter- measures may not work as effectively as expected. • Step 5 -preventing phishers from getting stolen credentials: early detection and quick takedown of phishing sites, fake credential submission, password rescue [15] , and so on. Limitations: As recently reported in [16] , commercial take-down services do not work very well if we see all the phishing sites as a whole. Fake credential submission is based on a specific kind of honeypots -honeytokens, whose problems will be discussed later in the next section. Password rescue focuses on a probably earlier detection of phishing sites, but still depends on other partners to quickly takedown the detected phishing sites.
• Step 6 -making stolen credentials useless: two-factor user authentication, password hashing [17] , transaction monitoring and reconfirmation, and so on. Limitations: Two-factor user authentication and password hashing can frustrate phishers effectively, but they usually require extra software/hardware at the user side, which becomes a problem if some users are not willing to cooperate or when the software/hardware is damaged, lost, stolen or poisoned. Transaction monitoring and reconfirmation can be a good countermeasure, but it has the same problem of the phishing email filter.
• Step 7 -preventing phishers from getting the stolen money, or catching phishers: transaction authentication, intentional transaction delay, law enforcement, and so on. Limitations: Transaction authentication is a second defence in addition to user authentication, which normally needs either an additional hardware device [18] , [19] or an additional trusted channel (like the cellular network) [20] , thus leading to higher implementation costs and worse usability. The intentional transaction delay cannot be very long to ensure the quality of e-banking services, so its performance is quite limited as long as the lifespan of some phishing sites is still longer than the delay. Law enforcement is the last hope of catching phishers (or their money mules [21] ), but its performance is less effective than technological countermeasures [22] , [23] .
We notice the following two key problems that limit the performance of many countermeasures: 1) a 100% automatic detection of any statistical feature of phishing is theoretically impossible; 2) any countermeasures depending on end users' judgement and action may fail to some extent.
The first problem shows that we cannot completely depend on any statistical feature to detect phishing, and the second one implies that anti-phishing measures working at the user level should be used only as complements to a complete antiphishing system. In other words, we need to find a better way to phishing detection and to make the kernel of an antiphishing solution independent of end users' distinction. While algorithms based on statistical features cannot achieve a 100% detection rate, there does exist one anti-phishing measure which may achieve a detection rate very close to 100% -honeypots. It is not surprising because honeypots are information resources whose value fully lies in unauthorized/illicit use. Honeypots are also independent of end users, since they interact only with attackers. According to the definition given in [24] , "a honeypot is a closely monitored computing resource that we want to be probed, attacked, or compromised". A honeypot does not need to be a physical machine, but can be anything that is available to attackers as a computing resource such as a sub-network, a computer or a web service. A honeypot can also be a piece of electronic information (i.e., any digital entity), which is a special form of honeypot called honeytoken [25] . The most essential fact about all honeypots is that they are decoys to lure and probably also track attackers.
While honeypots and honeytokens can be used to lure any malicious attackers, it is worth nothing that they can also be used to lure phishers. In fact, one major way for early detection of phishing sites is to use spamtraps (i.e., honeypots against spams) to collect phishing emails [1, Section 5.4 and Chapter 11]. Some researchers have also suggested the use of phoneytokens ("phishing honeytokens"), which are sent to phishing sites as fake credentials to confuse phishers [26] and/or collect information about phishers' activities [27] .
The BogusBiter system proposed in [28] does not use the term "honeytoken" or "phoneytoken", but the mechanism is the same. The BogusBiter system also has a server-side program helping detect stolen credentials. In order to submit phoneytokens to phishing sites, the end users have to install a special plugin in their web browsers, which may become a problem since some users may not cooperate.
Recently, a major step about the use of phoneytokens was reported in [29] , [30] , where it is proposed to setup a simulated e-banking system as a phoneypot ("phishing honeypot") to trace how phishers use phoneytokens, which are submitted by financial institutes to already known phishing sites. A phisher will be led to the phoneypot instead of the real ebanking system when they try to access the e-banking system with a phoneytoken. The collected profiling information about phishers are recorded for future forensic purpose. A notable feature of the design is the isolation of the phoneypot and the real e-banking system. To avoid being detected, the phoneypot shares the same domain name as the real e-banking system, and the load-balancing technique [31] , [32] is used to redirect phishers to the phoneypot and legitimate users to the real ebanking system.
A similar idea to the one in [29] , [30] was proposed by Herley and Florêncio [33] for the purpose of fighting against brute-force attack. The main goal is to make bulky guessing attack on a large number of user accounts less feasible. For each wrongly guessed PIN, the attacker will be led to a honeypot account, so he has to further verify if a "broken" account is a real one. This strategy cannot be used for antiphishing, since phishers lure PINs directly from the legitimate users rather than randomly guess them.
In addition to the above academic research work, there are also commercial anti-phishing solutions based on honeypots. RSA Security Inc. has a security service called FraudAction, which exploits RSA's "Randomized Credentials Technology" (RCT) to feed dummy credentials to phishing sites and crimeware applications as baits to collect phishers' profiling information [34] . Similarly, MarkMonitor Inc. also has two services called Dilution and Phish Tagging, which can submit fake or bank-generated phoneytoken credentials to phishing sites for the purpose of confusing phishers or monitoring phishers' activities [35] .
III. Anti-Phishing Honeypots: Problems and Solutions
Although all the existing anti-phishing measures based on honeypots are able to fight against phishers to some extent, there are still some problems to be further overcome. In this section, we discuss these problems and propose some practical solutions, which form the foundation of the novel anti-phishing framework described in Sec. IV.
A. Gap between spamtraps and phoneytokens
We notice that spamtraps and phoneytokens are often used separately. Generally spamtraps are used only as a tool to detect phishing emails (i.e., URLs of phishing sites included in the phishing emails), and submissions of phoneytokens are triggered after a phishing site is confirmed (often by a human inspector). It is very common that the spamtrap detecting a phishing site is maintained on a machine different from the one on which the phoneytoken submission is done. In addition, there is often a considerable difference between the time a phishing site is detected by a spamtrap and the time a phoneytoken is submitted. In contrast, most potential victims of phishing behave in a different manner: after reading the phishing mail, they often immediately access the phishing sites and submit their credentials on the same machine. Therefore, phishers may make use of the differences to tell phoneytokens from genuine credentials apart. To this end, phishers need to know when and where a potential victim reads a phishing mail. Information about this can be obtained by embedding a web bug in each phishing mail [36] . The web bug can even be tailored to mark each phishing mail and thus each receipt. 1 To meet this gap, we believe that spamtraps themselves have to be in charge of submitting phoneytokens to phishing sites. In other words, phoneytokens should be an essential part of spamtraps. In addition, to fully disable phishers' capability of detecting spamtraps, phoneytokens should be submitted by human monitors of spamtraps, who mimic the typical behavior of a phishing victim.
B. Online verification of phoneytokens
Simply submitting phoneytokens to phishing sites may not cause too much trouble to phishers. If the phoneytokens are just randomly generated credentials that cannot be used to login the real e-banking system, a phisher can simply write an automated script to verify all the harvested credentials. Although financial institutes can use CAPTCHAs ("Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell Computers and Humans Apart") [37] to make such automated tests more difficult, it is doubtful if CAPTCHAs will really work well. On one hand, it has been known that many CAPTCHA systems are not strong enough against automated attacks [38] - [42] . On the other hand, even if a CAPTCHA system is strong enough against all known automated attacks, phishers can still use the "stealing cycles from humans" tactic to circumvent CAPTCHAs. In 2007, a trojan horse was found to use this tactic against Yahoo!'s CAPTCHA system [43] .
To solve the above problem, the real e-banking system should be "honeyed", i.e., phishers should be allowed to access the real e-banking system with phoneytokens. Furthermore, it should not be easy for a phisher to distinguish a phoneytoken and a genuine credential even after logging into the "honeyed" e-banking system. This problem is not trivial. In the next section, we will discuss how it can be solved in our proposed framework with greater detail.
C. Gap between the phoneypot and the real ebanking system
In most existing solutions, honeypots are used independently of the real e-banking systems. Although the framework proposed in [29] , [30] runs a simulated e-banking system as a honeypot, it is also physically isolated from the real ebanking system. By separating the real e-banking system and the honeypot, there is always a risk that the phisher may figure out a way to distinguish the phoneypot. The simplest way is to test a collected credential by transferring a small amount of money from the tested credential to a known genuine bank account. To avoid this problem, the phoneypot must be able to communicate with the real e-banking system and show the transaction result correctly. In Section 6.2 of [30] , the authors actually mentioned this approach of detecting a phoneypot, but it was not clarified how the phoneypot can interact with the real e-banking system. We argue that the phoneypot has to be the real e-banking system itself rather than an isolated simulation system. This will help prolong the lifespan of a honeytoken, so that more victims can be rescued and phishers can be defeated more easily. In the next section, we will explain how this can be done in our proposed anti-phishing framework.
D. Spamtraps can't defeat advanced phishers
While spamtraps are mainly used to lure phishing emails, they can do nothing against pharming, malware-based phishing, or other more advanced phishing attacks.
To better fight against advanced phishers, we propose to setup a special kind of phoneypots, which can actively feed phoneytokens to pharmers and phishing malware. These phoneypots are automated programs running in virtual machines without any anti-malware and anti-pharming protection. From time to time they log into the e-banking system with the phoneytokens assigned to them. To avoid that phishers (or phishing malware) detect any suspicious feature of these special phoneypots, they should mimic the web surfing behavior of an average bank customer. The average behavior of using the e-banking system can be stored by a dynamic file, which reflects the average behavior of all legitimate customers who are using the real e-banking system. A human manager is in charge of the maintenance of the dynamic file. In this paper we call such special phoneypots phoneybots, since they work like web robots. Phoneybots can work together with spamtraps so that they can also respond to phishing attacks based on emails.
E. Problems with outsourcing
It is a common practice of financial institutes to outsource some tasks to external contractors. However, we believe that outsourcing the whole anti-phishing task or part of it to a company is less efficient and may cause reaction delay when real phishing attacks are detected. Since the typical lifespan of most phishing sites is only several days [16] , [44] , it is crucial for financial institutes to make immediate action once active phishing attacks are detected by spamtraps. This suggests that there should be a direct link between the spamtraps and the ebanking systems, both of which should be under full control of the financial institutes instead of the outsourcing contractors. Since maintaining spamtraps is not very technically complicated, we believe financial institutes can save the overall costs by having their in-house maintenance team, which can be part of their security or information technology departments.
Another problem with outsourcing is the potential risk to customer privacy. The more tasks a financial institute outsources to external contractors, the more risks to customer privacy there will be. To maximize the performance of spamtraps and phoneybots, profiling information of users have to be shared with the outsourcing contractors, which may incur further concerns from the customer side. In our opinion, instead of offering anti-phishing services to financial institutes, security industry can develop anti-phishing software as addvalue components of e-banking systems, sell them to financial institutes and provide technical support.
Furthermore, it is obvious that outsourcing will lead to a higher risk of insider attacks [45] . A very recent insider attack related to outsourcing is reported in [46] . An employee (i.e., insider) of Vodacom (a telecommunication service provider in South Africa) helped an SMS banking fraud syndicate to intercept SMS notifications sent from banks to customers. Many banks are subscribers of Vodacom, thus become victims of the insider attack. Although the SMS-based banking service may not be seen as outsourcing, it works in a way similar to outsourcing: the key security part of the system is under control of a third-party contractor (Vodacom in this case) rather than of the financial institute itself.
Although we argue that each financial institute should have full control of its anti-phishing solution, cooperation between different financial institutes and other organizations fighting against phishers should not be neglected. A recent report [16] has shown that lack of cooperation among different take-down service providers indeed harms the battle against phishers. We advocate establishing an information sharing network run by a cross-bank consortium, which should also embrace security service/software providers, related governmental authorities and international anti-phishing organizations like the AntiPhishing Working Group (APWG). By anonymizing the information shared in the network, customers' privacy can be protected properly.
We see two important benefits of establishing such an information sharing network. Firstly, the shared information will allow all financial institutes to be better prepared for phishing attacks and thus rescue more victims when a real attack happens. It is obvious that the anti-phishing system deployed by each financial institute can adapt to new phishing information obtained from other partners of the cooperative network, thus leading to better performance. Such a network will help standardize anti-phishing measures and encourage a larger-scale deployment of anti-phishing systems, which will dramatically increase the successful rate of detecting phishers. Secondly, a cooperative network will help reduce the total anti-phishing costs of the whole banking industry and thus the average costs of each financial institute. For instance, the development and maintenance costs of anti-phishing systems can be reduced, since all the partners participating the network have access to much more useful information. In the next section, we will also show how different financial institutes and related authorities can cooperate to better fight against phishing in the proposed novel anti-phishing framework.
IV. The Anti-Phishing Framework
In the previous section we discussed some problems with existing anti-phishing based on honeypots and suggested some solutions to overcome those problem. These solutions lead to a novel anti-phishing framework that makes use of four different kinds of honeypots:
• a honeyed e-banking system as a phoneypot;
• a number of phoneytokens as fake credentials supported by the honeyed e-banking system; • a number of spamtraps for attracting phishing emails and submitting phoneytokens to phishing sites; • a number of phoneybots for submitting phoneytokens to pharmers and phishing malware. Phoneytokens are the kernel of the framework, which are used by both the phoneybots and the honeyed e-banking system. A phishing detector is embedded into the honeyed e-banking system to automatically determine if a phishing attack is happening. Note that the honeyed e-banking system is not a pure honeypot according to the traditional definition, since it also has all the functions of a normal e-banking system. We can consider it as a semi-honeypot instead.
A diagram of the proposed anti-phishing framework is shown in Fig. 2 . Different from the information flow in Fig. 1 , now we consider a more complicated but more common model of money laundering of phishers -recruiting money mules to help them avoid being traced by financial institutes and authorities [2] , [3] . In (the rare) case a phisher does not recruit mules, we can consider himself is the mule and the antiphishing framework works even better.
A phisher may use some more sophisticated ways to launder the money [3, Chapter 6] . For instance, a phisher may make a big online purchase with the stolen credentials and then recruit mules to help him sell the goods out. The earned money is then sent to the phisher through a cash-delivery service like WesternUnion. However, this form of money laundering is mainly used by phishers who steal credit card numbers rather than credentials related to bank accounts. Since this alternative process of money laundering is much more complicated and last for a much longer time (thus with a much higher risk of being detected), we assume that very few (if any) phishers will use this way to launder the money stolen from bank customers. Therefore, we will not discuss this money-laundering model in the following part of the paper.
In the next subsection we first introduce all the steps of the proposed anti-phishing framework. Then, we discuss how an important step -user reconfirmation of suspicious transactions -should be implemented. Some interesting features of the framework are given in Sec. IV-C. Some performance factors of the anti-phishing framework are discussed in Sec. IV-D. Finally, in Sec. IV-E we explain how the phishing detector works in detail.
A. Step-by-Step Description
The anti-phishing framework is a systematic solution covering different steps of the whole phishing information flow. In the following, we discuss steps involved in the proposed anti-phishing framework. All the steps are numbered to keep coincide with those shown in Fig. 1 .
Step 0: The financial institute sets up m ≥ 1 virtual machines running m phoneybots and m spamtraps. Each spamtrap/phoneybot is equipped with a phoneytoken. Following the average behavior of all bank customers, each phoneybot accesses the real e-banking system from time to time and makes virtual online transactions. A group of bank staff members manages the virtual machines, spamtraps and phoneybots, and monitors suspicious phishing emails.
Step 1: The phisher sends phishing mails to potential victims, or infects potential victims' computers with malware, or launches pharming attacks.
Steps 2-4: In a phishing attack based on phishing emails, the human manager submits the phoneytoken associated with the spamtrap to the phishing site. In an advanced phishing attack based on pharming or malware, a phoneytoken will be automatically collected by the phisher every time a phoneybot uses its phoneytoken to access the real e-banking system. Each phoneytoken should be submitted only once. A new phoneytoken will be created and assigned to each spamtrap/phoneybot by the human manager after the old one is consumed. Each spamtrap should also be updated after submitting a phoneytoken, because it may be detected in spear phishing attacks.
Step 5: The phisher collects some genuine credentials mixed with a number of phoneytokens from the phishing site, or from the phishing malware.
Step 6: The phisher logs in the e-banking system with the collected credentials/phoneytokens. He may then test the genuineness of each credential, since we have to assume (according to Kerckhoffs' principle) that he knows how the anti-phishing framework works.
Step 7a: The phisher tries to steal money from the victims' accounts, and also from the phoneytokens.
Step 7b: A phishing detector in the e-banking system monitors online transactions related to all phoneytokens. It issues an alert once it detects a phisher tries to transfer a considerable amount of money from a phoneytoken to a nonphoneytoken account. The receiver's account is then marked as highly suspicious "phishing account" (which is usually a mule's account opened at another financial institute).
Step 7c: The financial institute contacts potential victims (or the victims contact the financial institute) for reconfirmation of all fund transfers from their bank accounts to any marked "phishing accounts". See Sec. IV-B for more discussions about this process.
Step 7d: The victims approve or reject the transactions. In the latter case, they ask for temporary locking their bank accounts, and then reset their credentials.
Steps 7e, 7f : The financial institute reports suspicious phishing activities to related authorities and/or its cooperative financial institutes (e.g., banks managing the accounts of the phisher's mules). The cooperative financial institutes may also offer feedback to help the phishing detector make a better decision for future phishing attacks.
Step 8: The phisher's mules check if they have received the money. If so, they withdraw the money at an ATM, and then remit the money to the phisher. During the period or even afterwards, the related authorities may start investigation according to the information provided by the financial institute in the previous step. Since this is the last step of the whole phishing information flow, the law enforcement is the only hope to get the stolen money back.
In the whole framework, detection of suspicious phishing accounts in Step 7b is the most important step, which depends on successful submission of phoneytokens in Steps 2-4.
B. User Reconfirmation
Since the user is not dependable in making cautious decisions, we should make the user reconfirmation process in Step 7c independent of the user's distinction, too. To this end, the reconfirmation of suspicious transactions should be done at the server side by the staff member of the financial institute, not at the client side by the user. Since the user's computer may not be secure in malware-based phishing attack, an out-of-band (OOB) channel should be used for the user reconfirmation process. Possible OOB channels include SMS, telephone, fax and post. The most practical and convenient OOB channel will be SMS or telephone. Given a specific OOB channel, the user reconfirmation process can be done as follows: the financial institute contacts the user via the OOB channel and asks her to explicitly re-confirm or reject the suspicious transaction. It is important that update of the contact information of the user should be forbidden in the e-banking system, otherwise the phishing malware will be able to change it in a manin-the-middle attack. Instead, the contact information should be protected with a special mechanism based on an OOB channel. For instance, the financial institute can issue each user a special TAN list, which is used only for updating the contact information via telephone.
In case a user does not have a convenient way to be contacted or does not like to be contacted, the user reconfirmation process can be implemented in another way. First, the financial institute issues a special TAN list to the user in advance. When a reconfirmation is necessary, the e-banking system prompts the user (or actually the phisher) to call a toll-free telephone number of the financial institute, and press a specific TAN to re-confirm the transaction or press a random wrong TAN to reject it. The user may also be asked for other private information to further prove her identity over telephone.
C. Some Interesting Features
Compared with other anti-phishing solutions, our proposed framework has some interesting features.
Feature 1: A complete anti-phishing chain is constructed during the whole lifespan of a phishing attack (except for Steps 5 and 8, which are out of control of the financial institute).
Feature 2: The anti-phishing framework is independent of end users' distinction, but some modifications to the user interface may help enhance the performance of the framework (see the Appendix for an example).
Feature 3: Some other efforts can also (maybe drastically) improve the performance of the anti-phishing framework. For example, a new legislation can be made to allow the financial institutes to get back any money sent from a phoneytoken to a third party's bank account, which will help effectively reduce the potential costs the financial institutes have to bear.
Feature 4: Four different types of honeypots are involved and work closely to complement each other. Actually, there are two types of phoneytokens in the proposed anti-phishing framework: the normal phoneytokens and the shadow phoneytokens. The latter are short-lived phoneytokens as shadows of genuine bank accounts, which are used to delay exposure of normal phoneytokens and already rescued victims' accounts. In Sec. IV-E we report more details.
Feature 5: Instead of being completely dummy, phoneytokens have to support real transactions like genuine bank accounts, because a phisher may try to verify the genuineness of each collected credential (see Sec. IV-E2).
Feature 6: A phishing detector is embedded in the e-banking system to block suspicious money laundering activities of phishers via customer reconfirmation. It can be seen as an AML module enhanced by honeypots.
Feature 7: The phishing detector can also fight against more advanced forms of phishing attacks, as long as the phoneybots can successfully cheat phishers to collect the phoneytokens.
Feature 8: The phoneybots simulate the average behavior of bank customers according to information from human managers, so there is no chance for phishers to distinguish phoneybots from human users.
Feature 9: The phoneybots, the honeyed e-banking system and the phishing detector can collect profiling information of phishers. The information can be shared with different components of the anti-phishing framework to enhance the overall anti-phishing performance. It can also be shared with other anti-phishing bodies to help the whole society better fight against phishers.
Feature 10: The anti-phishing framework does not have any additional requirement (neither software nor hardware) at the user side. The user only needs to maintain an additional TAN list issued by the financial institute for updating contact information or user reconfirmation. In contrast, there must be some nontrivial changes at the server side, including support for phoneytokens, enhanced AML module with a phishing detector and deployment of spamtraps and phoneybots. While these changes will definitely incur additional costs, we believe they deserve the efforts due to the enhanced performance against phishing attacks.
D. Performance Factors
The performance of the proposed anti-phishing framework depends on the following four main factors.
1. How likely can a phishing mail be trapped so that a phoneytoken can be successfully submitted?
2. How likely can a phisher detect a phoneybot and then distinguish a phoneytoken collected from it?
3. How likely can a phisher distinguish a phoneytoken from a genuine credential?
4. How well can the phishing detector work to detect real phishing account and block a phisher's money laundering process successfully?
The first factor is not a real problem, since phishers have to depend on a large-scale distribution of phishing emails to lure potential victims. If we agree with the estimation given in [47] , the annual victimization rate of phishing attacks is about 0.37% or even less. Such a low rate forces phishers to spread their phishing mails as wide as possible. Therefore, as long as phishers have no effective way to detect spamtraps and phoneybots, a very high capture rate can be expected. In addition, since human managers are in charge of checking suspicious phishing emails, false positive and false negative rates can be effectively reduced.
The second factor is not a real problem, either. As we mentioned before, it is a human user (the phoneybot manager) who submits the phoneytoken to the phishing site as the response to a phishing mail, by mimicking the behavior of a typical victim. Thus, we believe that it is very difficult (if not impossible) for a phisher to distinguish phoneytokens from genuine credentials. While all the virtual machines running phoneybots can be physically hosted on a few number of computers of the financial institutes, the IP address of each virtual machine should look like an IP address of a common home PC. By using DSL or VPN (virtual private network) to connect each virtual machine to a public ISP, this requirement can be easily fulfilled. Furthermore, the phoneybot managers should always access the virtual machines from public ISPs rather than from an IP address of the financial institute to avoid leaving any observable trace to phishers.
The other two factors highly depend on how a phisher interacts with the e-banking system and how the phishing detector works. We discuss them in the next subsection.
E. The Phishing Detector
As we mentioned in Sec. IV-A, Step 7b is the most crucial step in the proposed anti-phishing framework. Only if the phishing detector works well, the financial institute can successfully frustrate phishers' efforts of stealing money from victims.
1) The basic idea
The basic idea of the phishing detector is actually very simple. Since a phoneytoken is simply a fake credential, no legitimate transaction will use a phoneytoken as the sender. In other words, once the phishing detector notices any attempt of transferring some money from a phoneytoken to another bank account, it must be due to a phisher's money laundering effort. Note that some honest customers may accidentally input an incorrect bank account number, so a phoneytoken may be the receiver of a legitimate transaction.
To make things simpler, let us first assume a phisher does not doubt the genuineness of a collected credential. In this case, he will simply try to transfer the maximally allowed amount of money from each bank account under his control to his mules. Then, the phishing detector can immediately mark the receiving account of each fund transfer from a phoneytoken as a suspicious "phishing account". The phishing detector then freezes all future fund transfers sent from any genuine account to a marked phishing account, and seeks reconfirmation from the owner of the affected account. Upon the approval of the real account owner, the stolen bank account can be locked. Note that the reconfirmation will be sought for all incomplete fund transfer from any genuine bank account to each suspicious phishing account, including those sent before the detection of the phishing account. This is possible due to the normal transaction delay.
To lure the phisher to continue using the marked phishing accounts for money laundering so that more victims can be rescued, the e-banking system dynamically creates a new phoneytoken as a shadow of the protected account. In this way, all rescued victims' accounts will be transformed into shadow phoneytokens. The phisher is allowed to continue accessing these shadow phoneytokens, and all further transactions made in the e-banking system will be showed and analyzed, but not be executed. Due to the usual transaction delay, the phisher will not be able to notice what is going on until he finds out a previous fund transfer fails several days later. Although the phisher will finally realize at least one of credentials he used in the past is a phoneytoken, it is too late for him to get any of the credentials back. After a phoneytoken is exposed, it will be removed from the honeyed e-banking system. When the phisher is waiting for the transferred funds to reach his mules' accounts, the financial institute can contact the financial institutes managing the mules' accounts and related authorities to start further investigation. This may help catch the mules and rescue victims whose money was stolen well before the first phishing account is marked. Although it may be impossible to catch the phisher, the potential risk of being suspected and inspected by the financial institutes and related authorities may effectively deter a phisher's motivation to recruit mules and launch new phishing attacks in future.
2) Countering phoneytoken verification
The above simplified analysis assumes that the phisher does not doubt the genuineness of each collected credential. This assumption is, unfortunately, not true in reality. According to the Kerckhoffs' principle, the phisher knows all the implementation details of the e-banking server, so he may consider verifying the genuineness of each collected credential before stealing money. It is obvious that the phishing detector should tolerate the verification attempts of a phisher. This makes the task of the phishing detector more complicated.
As already discussed in Sec. III-C, the simplest tactic a phisher can use for phoneytoken verification is to send a specific amount of money to an already known genuine account and (after a reasonable waiting time) to check if the verification fund transfer is successful. There are several classes of accounts a phisher may use: his mules' accounts, other victims' accounts under his control, third-party accounts which allow the phisher to check the results of fund transfers. The third class of accounts include bank accounts of charitable organizations, freeware developers, online shops, and so forth.
Since a phisher will not like losing too much money from any genuine bank accounts under his control, it is reasonable to assume that he will only send a small amount of money for the purpose of verification. This means that the phishing detector can define a threshold H and restrain from issuing an alert for all fund transfers below H. While it is difficult to know how large H should be, the phishing detector can adaptively determine its value according to behavioral profiling information collected from phishers and customers. A negative side effect is that the financial institute has to bear the costs incurred from phishers' verification attempts.
If a phisher can successfully recruit a large number of mules, he may be able to steal a victim's money by making a large number of small fund transfers to his mules, each of which is below the threshold H. In this case, the large number of small fund transfers itself becomes a salient feature and can be used to issue an alert. This is because a common user does not tend to have such an extraordinary behavior of online transactions. In addition, since most financial institutes have deployed twofactor user authentication schemes like the TAN systems for online transactions, it is not likely a phisher will be able to make a large number of fund transfers unless he has access to all dynamic TANs.
Since transferring a small amount of money cannot help a phisher tell a phoneytoken from a genuine account apart, he may turn to use a different tactic: to transfer a considerably large amount of money to a genuine bank account. In this case, we believe the phisher will not choose third-parties as the receivers, because there is a high risk of losing too much money from a real victim's account (in case the tested credential is not a phoneytoken). He will not consider his mules' accounts, either, because this actually means the verification process is dropped for the tested credentials. Then, the phisher only has one choice left: other victims' accounts. Note that this choice is also the best case from the banking institute's point of view, because some victims can be rescued as shown below. Since the phisher does not know which credentials are genuine, the only tactic he can use is to test the genuineness of all collected credentials by transferring a considerably large amount of money to each other.
In the above case, the phishing detector has to issue an alert if there is a relatively large fund transfer from a phoneytoken to a non-phoneytoken account, because there is no clue to exclude an attempt of real money laundering. After issuing an alert, the financial institute tries to contact the receiver of the fund transfer to see if it is a victim or a mule recruited by a phisher. If the receiver is a victim, she can be rescued and a shadow phoneytoken is created to fool the phisher as usual. Note that the rescue of one victim may lead to rescue of another victim, if the first victim's account is tested by a fund transfer sent to the second victim's account. Such an interesting "chain reaction" may cause rescue of even more victims. If the receiver is a mule, he will be warned about the phishing scam and his cooperation is sought. We expect in most cases the mule will cooperate, since he is often an innocent person who believes the phisher is offering a real job. The financial institute may also force the mule to cooperate via related authorities if he turns out to be an accomplice. If the receiver's account belongs to another financial institute, cooperation between the two financial institutes is a must.
For a tested phoneytoken, if the financial institute fails to reach the receiver or to get necessary cooperation, the phoneytoken will be detected by the phisher after the transaction delay. Fortunately, even in this case, some phoneytokens may still remain undetected. Assume that the phisher has collected N g genuine accounts and N p phoneytokens, and that for each tested account he randomly picks another account as the receiving account. Then, the detection probability of each phoneytoken is P (1) = p · N g /(N g + N p − 1), where p is the probability that the financial institute fails to reach the owner of a genuine account or get cooperation. The phisher may increase this probability by making k different verification transactions for each tested account. If the availability of the owner of each receiving account is independent of each other, the phisher may be able to detect each phoneytoken with probability P (k) = min(k,Np−1) i=0
. The value of P (k) depends on N g , N p and p. The financial institute has no control on N g and p, but it can increase the value of N p by deploying more phoneybots/spamtraps. It is obvious that P (k) decreases as N p increases. When N p = N g + 1, we can verify P (k) ≤ P (1) ≤ p/2 ≤ 1/2. The number of deployed phoneybots/spamtrapŝ N p can be estimated from the victimization rate r of each phishing attack targeting the financial institute. Assuming the total number of customers is N , then a proper choice ofN p will beN p = N ·r +1. Without loss of generality, assume that the average number of phishing attacks targeting the financial institute per year is n and the annual victimization rate of all the n phishing attacks is R, thenN p = N ·R/n+1. According to a recent phishing trends report [48] , the total number of unique phishing URLs per targeted brand is 563 for the second half of 2008. We assume that each unique phishing URL corresponds to a unique phishing attack. To have a reasonable estimation of n, we set n = 2 × 500 = 1000. We further assume R = 0.01 for a typical financial institute. Then, we can getN p = N · 10 −5 + 1. This means that the financial institute only needs to deploy one phoneybot/spamtrap for for every 100,000 customers plus one more for all customers, in order to ensure each phoneytoken will be detected with probability less than 1/2. Taking Germany's largest bank -Deutsche Bank -as an example, in Year 2007 it had 13,800,000 customers [49] , which corresponds to 139 phoneybots/spamtraps. This is apparently a manageable scale. Note that P (k) is the probability of each phoneytoken is detected by a phisher. If we consider all the N p phoneytokens, the detection probability will be ≤ 1/2
Np , which is negligible if N p is not very small.
3) Practicality of phoneytoken verification
In the above analysis we assume a phisher will verify the genuineness of each credential before laundering the money. In a real phishing attack, this assumption may not be true. The main concern of a phisher is about the relatively short lifespan of a phishing attack. On one hand, the average lifespan of a phishing site is only several days [16] , [44] . On the other hand, even if a phishing site can survive a long term, as long as a financial institute can detect a phishing attack in time, all of its customers can be immediately reminded about this fact and then the victims will take action to lock their accounts. In addition, a victim may by accident notice the phishing scam. All these facts imply that a phisher may not have enough time to perform the verification process. The average processing time of an electronic fund transfer is normally 2 or 3 banking days. This means a phisher needs 4 to 6 banking days to verify a credential and confirm the later money laundering is successful. Since there are only 5 banking days each week in most countries, the waiting time is often longer than one week. Considering most phishing sites cannot survive more than one week, a phisher may not be willing to take the risk to verify each collected credential. Some financial institutes do offer real-time fund transfer services, but only for fund transfers between accounts belonging to the same financial institute. From a phisher's point of view, this is not a good situation, since the whole process of fund transfer is under the surveillance of the targeted financial institute. However, the convenience of quickly verifying the genuineness of collected credentials may encourage phishers to target these banks more often in future. The real-time fund transfer service can also dramatically influence the performance of the phishing detector, since in this case the phishing detector will become merely a detector of mules' accounts, and further rescue of more victims will not be possible. Due to this concern, we argue that the real-time fund transfer service should not be offered to customers if we want to better fight against phishers. This is obvious since without a reasonable time period we cannot do anything against phishers. Or we can say "phishers love faster banks" -a very interesting phenomenon that deserves more research in future.
4) Confusing the phishing detector
In addition to the tactics we discussed above, a phisher may use another tactic to confuse the phishing detector: transferring a considerable amount of money (above the threshold H) to a number of randomly selected bank accounts NOT under his control. This will lead to false positives of the phishing detector and cause investigation on innocent customers. Apparently, a phisher's mules may argue they are innocent customers, too. However, it is doubtful if the phisher is willing to distribute a large amount of stolen money to an unknown person. Even if this happens, the financial institute will still be able to get the stolen money back, since both the innocent users and the phisher's mules have to admit that the incoming money does not belong to them. Since a phisher can not get direct benefit from this tactic, we assume that this tactic will not cause too much trouble to our proposed anti-phishing framework.
5) Summary
To sum up, the phishing detector sets a threshold H and monitors fund transfers from all phoneytokens to non-phoneytoken accounts. An alert will be issued for any fund transfer above H, and the receiver's account will be marked as a suspicious "phishing account". Depending on the tactic a phisher may use, there will be both false negative (missing phishers or their mules) and false positive (annoying innocent customers) alerts. How to reduce both false negative and false positive rates is an open topic for future research on the anti-phishing framework.
V. Conclusions
In this paper, we have identified some problems with existing anti-phishing solutions based on honeypots and propose a new anti-phishing framework to overcome these problems. This framework cannot prevent phishing in itself. Rather, it is designed to hit phishers' financial motivation and to make phishing more risky and less beneficial, thereby discouraging phishers from launching new phishing attacks. We believe our proposal opens a new way to a probably ultimate solution to the problem of phishing. To support this claim, we would like to quote the following texts extracted from [2, Chapter 5] : "There's one really good way to stop phishing and identity theft. It's hard, though: make it unprofitable. Criminals don't generally waste their time with unprofitable scams. At least the smart ones don't; and those are the ones you really have to worry about. Cutting the connection between stolen identities and cash -whether by making identities harder to steal or by making money harder to obtain -will be difficult and time-consuming. However, it's the only way to really stop phishing." Although our proposed anti-phishing framework is mainly focused on e-banking systems, the basic idea could be generalized to other potential targets of phishing attacks such as e-payment platforms.
In the future, we plan to develop a prototype system to demonstrate our idea and test the effectiveness of the proposed anti-phishing framework. The prototype system will be a virtual e-banking system that allows users to simulate most common e-banking practices. Virtual phishers and virtual victims will be added to test how to tailor the phishing detector to get an optimized performance. The prototype system can also be considered as a serious game for the purpose of user education against phishing. We are also in the process of contacting some financial institutes for possible cooperation.
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Appendix: Enhancing PIN/TAN System
Almost all e-banking systems in Germany are using PIN/TAN as the two-factor authentication method. Generally, a customer has to input a PIN for login and a TAN for any online transaction made in the e-banking system. There are mainly two forms of TANs: iTANs (indexed TAN) [50] and mTANs (mobile TAN) [20] . The iTANs are a list of n randomlygenerated TANs indexed by the numbers 1 to n, which are sent to each customer in paper form in advance. The mTANs are TANs generated in a real-time manner for online transactions, and sent to each customer's registered mobile phone via SMS. There are also TANs generated by hardware tokens [51] , [52] .
In this appendix, we consider how the iTAN system can be enhanced to better work with the anti-phishing framework proposed in this paper. We do not intend to argue iTAN is better than mTAN 2 , but just want to show that, even with quite a simple TAN system like iTAN, the performance of our proposed anti-phishing framework can be easily enhanced.
In Sec. III, we have shown that a phisher may try to verify the genuineness of each credential. Without the protection of TANs, a phisher can make as many online transactions as he likes for the purpose of verification. However, in case a TAN has to be input for each transaction, the phisher may have difficulties making successful transactions.
It has been known that the iTAN is not secure against manin-the-middle attack [53] , [54] , so the phisher may depend on the user to input the PINs required for the online transactions. The dependence on the user means that the phisher has no freedom to perform credential verification and money laundering at any time he wants. In case the user notices one previous online transaction failed, she will be able to detect the manin-the-middle attack, and then fix her computer accordingly to remove the source of future man-in-the-middle attacks (i.e., poisoned DNS entry or phishing malware). When the phisher wrongly verify a phoneytoken as a genuine credential, the user may also be informed by the financial institute about the manin-the-middle attack as we discussed in Sec. IV-B.
The above analysis shows that the man-in-the-middle attack becomes less powerful due to the combination of iTAN and the honeypot-based anti-phishing framework. As a result, instead of launching man-in-the-middle attacks, a better strategy of the phisher will be to lure some iTANs from the user and then perform the credential verification/money laundering attempts freely. In this case, it is obvious that the anti-phishing performance depends on how many unused iTANs a phisher can get from a victim and how many successful online transactions the phisher can make with these iTANs. In the following, we make a rough probabilistic analysis on this strategy.
Although many financial institutes clearly remind their customers that NO TANs will be asked for on the login page of their e-banking systems, many customers simply do not pay any attention to such notices. This makes it possible for a phisher to ask for a reasonable number of iTANs (see Fig. 8 .4 of [1] for an example). Let us assume that the total number of unused iTANs is n ≤ n and a phisher has successfully got 1 ≤ k ≤ n iTANs from a victim together with the account number and the PIN. Note that the phisher may get some used iTANs, since he has no information about the indices of previously used TANs. Assuming the number of unused iTANs the phisher has got is 0 ≤ k ≤ k, then we know that averagely k = k · n /n. Then, the probability that the phisher passes the first online transaction he tries in the e-banking system will be k /n = k/n. Since asking for too many iTANs will definitely raise suspicion of the potential victim, we believe a proper value of k cannot be greater than 10. When n = 100, the phisher will pass the next transaction with probability ≤ 0.1. Considering most ebanking systems allow the user to make 3 consecutive errors, the probability that the phisher can make the first online transaction is 1−(1−k/100) 3 ≤ 1−0.9 3 = 0.271. While this is not a very small probability, keep in mind that the phisher has to verify each credential and then transfer the money to his mules. This means at least two successful online transactions are necessary, and the second one is more important from the phisher's point of view. Therefore, the probability that a phisher can successfully verify a credential and then steal the money is not greater than 0.271 2 ≈ 0.07. Recalling the example we discussed for the Deutsche Bank in Sec. IV-E, this probability means that, averagely, in each phishing attack, the phisher can only steal money from 138 × 0.07 < 10 victims. Due to the anti-phishing function offered by the phishing detector, the success rate of the phisher will be further reduced. A direct consequence of the above analysis is: most phishers will simply skip the verification step and always try to send the money in all stolen accounts to his mules. This is very good for our anti-phishing framework, since the phishing detector works perfectly if a phisher does not verify genuineness of collected credentials.
The above analysis shows the simple iTAN system has already offered an acceptable performance against phishers. By slightly modifying the existing iTAN system, we can do even better. In the following, we propose two possible modifications to the existing iTAN system and show they can enhance the system's anti-phishing performance. Note that the following two modifications enhance the current iTAN system in two different ways: the first modification focuses on reducing the probability a phisher gets unused iTANs, and the second one focuses on increasing the phisher's difficulties of making successful online transactions. They can be combined to provide even better performance.
Advanced iTAN
Most existing implementations of iTAN systems in Germany are using 1 to 100 as the indices of the 100 iTANs on the TAN list. This makes it possible for a phisher to ask a potential victim to expose a number of iTANs and then use the obtained iTANs to manipulate the victim's account. If we change the indices of the 100 iTANs to something a phisher does not know, he has to guess them randomly, which will lead to a much lower success rate even at the stage of luring iTANs. In addition, the potential victim may immediately recognize the ongoing phishing scam once she notices an invalid index on a phishing site. We believe most users will definitely be able to notice all invalid indices, because they have to look for the corresponding iTANs in the iTAN list by comparing the indices with those given by the phisher.
Let us consider a simple example. Instead of using {1, . . . , 100} as the indices, we may turn to use 100 integers randomly selected from a set {1, . . . , 1000000}. Then, if a phisher wants to lure k iTANs from a potential victim, he has to show the potential victim k valid indices. Since the phisher has no prior information about the valid indices, he can only randomly pick k indices from {1, . . . , 1000000}. Then, the probability that all the k indices are valid will be This means that the phisher has a very tiny success rate to spoof the potential victim even when he asks for only one iTAN. In other words, the potential victim has a very high probability to recognize she is interacting with a phishing site rather than the real e-banking web site. Now the victim herself becomes a very reliable and powerful tool against phishers, which sharply contrasts with the unreliability of human users in many other anti-phishing measures designed at the user interaction level. To further reduce the success rate of a phishing attack, we may use even more complicated index like a word composed of English characters and digits.
Double-TAN Confirmation
Instead of asking for only one iTAN for each online transaction, we can ask the user to input two iTANs. All other operations such as login and changing password ask for no or only one iTAN. This change only slightly decreases the usability of the iTAN system, but will dramatically reduce the success rate of a phishing attack: when a phisher tries to do the verification, the success rate of the phishing attack will become 0.07 2 = 0.0049, and if he chooses not to do the verification, the success rate will be 0.07.
